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that Which Brings Satisfaction To The Heart Vvhen Victor Hugo grasped the full extent of the
national disaster in August, 1870, he started immediately for Belgium. On the proclamation of the
republic he proceeded to the frontier where a few official friends awaited him. The scene that took
place on his arrival, though somewhat theatrical, was yet inspiring. The sublime outlaw asked for
the bread and wine of France. After he had eaten and drunk he begged Juliette to preserve a
fragment of the bread and buried his face in his hands with the gesture of one who is dazzled by too
much light. Juliette relates that big tears flowed through his clenched fingers. The bystanders stood
in silence, awed by his emotion. The poet and our heroine stayed with Paul Meurice at Avenue
Frochot for a time, and then went...
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Reviews
Very beneficial for all class of folks. Indeed, it can be perform, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Lea tha Luettg en Sr .
Totally among the best publication I actually have actually go through. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Glen Er nser
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